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LOW-LOADER HIRE Low-loaders are special pieces of haulage equipment commonly used for carrying
pieces of plant hire equipment across the globe. They are also by far the most convenient means to transport
your plant hire equipment great distances low-loaders is the easiest way to arrange for heavy haulage. We
have a variety of low-loaders available to use that accommodate all varieties of plant hire equipment and
machinery. Swift Recycling low-loaders come with other features such as outriggers to make the platform
more stable for loading and unloading, and some will come complete with adjustable ramps at the rear to
allow easy unloading/loading of vehicles with both wheels and caterpillar tracks. Vehicles that are not
wheeled or tracked can be loaded and unloaded onto and off low-loaders via a crane.

When using low-loaders to carry a load one should always be aware of the width of the low-loaders that
are being used to transport machinery, for heavy and wide loads the local council should be contacted
some time in advance of your journey so an escort can be arranged or roads can be temporarily closed. If
the load is very wide or exceptionally heavy (or in some cases very long) then a police escort may also be
needed, you should always plan your route well in advance when utilising low-loaders being careful to
notify each county council that you will pass through on your journey. Low-loaders are the most sensible
and useful means of transporting plant hire equipment across the country. Since the low-loaders are the
responsibility of the company that is operating them to transport your plant hire equipment then they will
often shoulder the burden of planning the route and arrange for any police escort or council permission if
required.
Bio-Remediation, Crushing and Screening Packages, Aggregates Delivered/Collect 1-20tonne loads, Plant-hire with or
with out operator, Lorry Contracting Artic/Tipper, Waste Contractors with facilities, 8 Wheel Hiab Lorries, LowLoader Hire, 1 Tonne Bagged Aggregates, Tarmacing Services, Road Sweeper Hire, Quarry Services.

